
Blended to Perfection

Our Coffee Green Beans are roasted and

extracted to create the perfect blend

suited to the palate of every customer.

We produce the finest from the sourcing

of coffee beans to the entire blending

and roasting process. We prepare every

order with delicacy meeting the needs

and expectations of every

customer. Learn more our who we are. 

About Us

CoffeeMM Ethiopian Coffee
For coffee enthusiasts wanting to experience

our sensual African coffee, Sidamo is

rounded, balanced cup with moderate acidity

and decent body Perfect floral Aroma

Strong African flavor with robust taste perfect

for Espresso brew.

Product Available

   

Walk-In
Pop in at CoffeeMM. Our interior is

uniquely designed and fit for the

every day customer wanting to

experience a truly African coffee

culture. CoffeeMM's interior is set

to allow customers to experience

the depth, quality and intrinsic

growing culture of drinking Coffee

in Stellenbosch. To view more

about our our selection of intrinsic

blends shop here

Facebook LinkedIn Instagram Email

 

   

   

CoffeeMM Coffeeshop on 7 Victoria Street

CoffeeMM Coffeeshop is located on 7 Victoria Street, Cocreate Hub

Stellenbosch. Owned by Mhlengi Ngcobo, CoffeeMM satisfy the needs of

everyday customers by offering a selection of gourmet coffees, espresso,

lattes, hot chocolate and Cappuccinos. With every order prepared with

delicacy, CoffeeMM strive to meet the customers unique preferences by

offering the best of roasted beans, freshly sourced from farmers around the

world. CoffeeMM roast their coffee to perfection using state of the art

machinery. All customers also have the opportunity to order their coffee beans

and or condiments online. 

Shop Online

Have questions? Either respond to this email or contact the sender on info@coffeemm.co.za 
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